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SIGNIFICANCE

Hydrodynamic thrust bearings (TBs) support axial loads and control rotor position in rotating machinery, with tilting pad thrust bearings (TPTBs) producing less drag power and showing a lesser fluid temperature rise than those in rigid surface bearings. In an experimental investigation [1], while operating with a reduced oil flow of 50% of the nominal flow recommended by the manufacturer, a mid-size TPTB still maintains its load carrying ability while showing a low drag power loss without alarming pad temperatures. Hence, a reduction supply flow is a viable strategy to effectively lessen the energy consumption and the operational costs of fluid film bearings. The major query, however, is to predict how low can the flow be to maintain a low enough pad temperature rise.

XLThrustBearing® [2-3] software is a multiple-pad analysis tool for the static and dynamic force performance of laminar/turbulent flow TPTBs. The analysis tool also delivers load performance predictions for self-equalizing TPTBs accounting for the contact forces (normal and friction) acting between the leveling plates, a unique feature to date. The engineering goal is to reach greater levels of confidence (accuracy) on the prediction of bearing performance without resorting to costly, time consuming tests. To continue serving TRC members’ need for a modern predictive tool, efforts in 2019/20 will incorporate an analysis to model flow starvation applicable to both tilting pad thrust bearings and tilting pad journal bearings.

SUMMARY OF WORK 2018-2019

In 2018-2019, graduate research assistant Rasool Koosha developed a computational analysis tool for self-equalizing tilting pad thrust bearings (TPTB). This bearing type consists of a series of leveling plates that automatically adjust the position (tilt) of the bearing pads to evenly distribute the applied load across the pads. The model, including contact friction forces, offers an option to include a commercial 3D model of the leveling plates and hence performs analysis not constrained by geometrical assumptions.

An example of analysis takes a six-pad self-equalizing TPTB with OD = 127 mm and ID = 63 mm. The bearing carries a 2.0 MPa specific load per pad and operates at 4 krpm (maximum surface speed $R_o$ $\Omega = 27$ m/s). The assumed thrust collar static misalignment equals $\varphi = 0.01^\circ$, equivalent to a tilt displacement $R_o\varphi = 11.3$ $\mu$m, ~75% of the minimum fluid thickness obtained with a conventional TPTB. The analysis considers three cases: (a) without including the pad leveling system, i.e. a regular TPTB, (b) with an active pad leveling system but disregarding friction forces, and (c) with an active pad leveling system and accounting for friction forces at the contact points, i.e. a realistic performance. Figure 1 shows the predicted fluid film thickness field (top graphs) and the pressure field (bottom graphs) for the three cases studied. Compared to the regular TPTB, the self-equalizing TPTB with no friction shows a significantly larger minimum fluid film thickness and a lesser peak pressure. Accounting for the friction forces, however, produces a smaller minimum film thickness and a larger peak pressure than those in the bearing leveling plates with no friction.

PROPOSED WORK 2018-2019

The main objectives are to further the analysis toward building a realistic physical model for flow starvation in journal and thrust bearings and to integrate the model into the current predictive tools. In addition, the work will upgrade the analysis for the journal bearing [4] tool to include a 3D energy transport equation accounting for oil viscosity variation across the fluid film. The itemized tasks are:

(a) Upgrade the analysis for journal bearing to include a 3D energy transport equation and cross-film viscosity variation in the Reynolds equation for pressure generation.

(b) Build a flow starvation model for tilting pad bearings based on the analysis described in Ref. [5].

(c) Implement the flow starvation model into both the thrust bearing and the journal bearing analysis tools.

(d) Update the Excel GUIs for the predictive tools to allow input of parameters related to flow starvation and to output predictions.

![Film Thickness Field](a) Regular TPTB, (b) Self-Equalizing TPTB: Friction forces disregarded, (c) Self-Equalizing TPTB: Friction forces included (μ = 0.2).

**Fig. 1.** Predicted fluid film thickness field (top) and pressure field (bottom) for a TPTB of (a) regular type, (b) self-equalizing type without including contact friction forces, and (c) self-equalizing type with contact friction forces included. Bearing operates with 0.01° thrust collar (static) misalignment. Bearing OD = 126 mm, Rotor speed = 4krpm, specific load per pad = 2 MPa.

**BUDGET FROM TRC 2019-2020 (YEAR III)**

- Support for graduate student (20 h/week) × $2,400 × 12 months
- Fringe benefits (2.4%) and medical insurance ($422/month)
- Tuition & allowable fees for three semesters
- Travel and registration to (US) technical conference

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Support for graduate student (20 h/week) × $2,400 × 12 months</td>
<td>$28,800</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fringe benefits (2.4%) and medical insurance ($422/month)</td>
<td>$5,064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuition &amp; allowable fees for three semesters</td>
<td>$13,275</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Travel and registration to (US) technical conference</td>
<td>$2,861</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total Cost:</strong></td>
<td><strong>$50,000</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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